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The vast land of the United States breeds abundant water resources, and dams have become a symbol of the 
prosperity of American industry with the help of topography. For a long time, especially after the WW2, dam 

construction in the United States has shown a rapid growth. 

In different regions of the nation, dams play different roles. In addition to hydropower, which gives people the 
initial impression, they also include many purposes such as water supply, flood control, irrigation, recreation, 
navigation, fishery and other. Dams have shaped American lifestyles in many ways, and people in different 

regions have different perceptions of dams.

TheThe purpose of this project is to study the roles and impact of dams as massive infrastructures from the 
relationship between dams and people together with nature all over the United States and in typical regions. The 
project mainly studies the ages, purposes and storage of dams, so as to analyze the construction of dams in the 
United States with years and the geographical distribution and density characteristics of various types of dams, 
and find areas with outstanding characteristics from the drawn map for research to form a territorial organization 
from the whole nation to river basins, states, counties, rivers, lakes and a single dam. In particular, New York 
state,state, Texas and Colorado river basins are selected as samples to describe people's perceptions of dams under 

different landscape and climate conditions:

A New American Index-"AerDams"
Shifting of public perceptions toward dams' lifespan 
Columbia University- Marco Ferrari's Studio

2021

















For New York state, the project sets a route along the Hudson River so that a hypothetical city resident can realize the old history of building dams in New York state, together with the change of focus in construction 
purposes and the distribution of dams according to landscapes from the densely populated Atlantic coast to the glacial lakes in mountain area. Through this, scenarios of shifting in the roles of dams through time 

can be drawn.

ForFor Texas state, the average distribution and construction purposes, together with the shorter history of building bur larger storage can be highlighted by the supposed linear journey along the 35th national road, 
showing the relationship between agriculture and cities and dams in the Great Plain of the US. The comprehensive utilization of dams can be explained by the maintenance of dams, corresponding to the dam 

reconstructions in New York state.

ForFor Colorado river basin, the most powerful symbols of US industry like Hoover dam show sudden increase in hydropower, but the byproducts like destroying fish habitats caused by sediment and increasing water 
temperature, emerging natural sceneries, impact on indigenous traditions are also severe, reflecting colonialism and fake definition of so called “clean energy”. Besides, the climate change and new plans of building 

dams in tributes also effect the operation of the huge dams. The dismantle problem of dams may be take into consideration.

OtherOther states like Tennessee, Kansas, Virginia, South Dakota and Mississippi also have dams contributing to local characteristics, these cases will help to form more comprehensive and coherent understandings of 
dams. Indigenous names like Cayuga and Oneida in New York state and Duwamish in Seattle shows the contradiction between modern ways of living and tradition cultural lifestyles, while the divergence was largely 

caused by the dams’ impact on both people and the nature.



Manifesto



Siesmic Field
Hudson River - 42nd Street, New YorkHudson River - 42nd Street, New York

Studio Island - “Earth” -  Earth Experienced Through the Form of Movement and Energy
2021

Co-operators: Haozhen Yang with
Risa Mimura, Zihan Sun, Enfeng Xie

Instructor: Bernard Tschumi with Valeria Paez Cala

Location: On the extension of the Concrete Jungle,
A contrasting perception of element Earth

Tectonic Earthquake Collapse Earthquake Volcanic Earthquake Explosive Earthquake

Duality of Earthquakes

Earthquake as a catastrophe is defined by human.

Movement of earth can form both Destruction and Creation.
In response to the duality of earthquakes, we propose a recreation center, a museum, and a battery connecting them.

Earth as one of the "Four Elements", is long ingnored by people in such Concrete Jungle as New 
York city. Earthquakes as destructive catastrophis are not easy to get along with in modern lives of 
urban citizens also. However, earthqukes themselves have the characteristic of duality, combining 
destruction with creation -- the seismic waves contain huge vibration energy that may can be 

harvested in the future. 

To set an aim of having contrasting perception of the element earth in New York City, this program 
selects the 42nd Street's Hudson Riverside point as the site, showing the pattern of an archipelago. 
People in the "Seismic Field" will not only think back on the earthquakes, but also be a member of 
creating energy that can be used in case major earthquake happens. Together, as an urban activity 
site, museum and other purposes, the island Earth will lead a new way of discussing the relationship 

between modern people and the nature. 



Motion of Earth

Motion of People

Vibration of Ground
‘Seismic Field’

Energy Harvest & Storage

Motion Experience

Through a seismic field generated by human activities, we are trying to recapture the essence of earths movement.
Motion translated into vibration, earth, or ground could then become the medium for motion experience and energy harvesting.

Motion and Activation of Seismic Field

Energy Harvesting

Energy Storage

Utilize motion as a way to generate energy in our island and utilize energy during aftermath of earthquakes.

Visitors will be able to experience the process of generating energy while understanding they will become the one consuming the energy in the future.

Horizontal

Vertical

Walls

Floor & Ground

Motion Experience Ways

Motion Transmission

P Wave & S Wave

Motion Experiences - Seismic Wave & Motion

The main circulation of Seismic Field will be covered by kinetic floor to maximize energy harvesting.
With movement of visitors, energy will be created and transported to battery tower.

Kinetic floor allows people to generate energy by 
footstep.

Kinetic Floor Placement

The whole Seismic Field is covered by a kind of kinetic floor, which can respond to people's step on ot and generate 
electricity. This kind of floor translates visitors' motion into energy, which is the reverse of earthquakes' emitting seismic 
energy into motion. We think by this way, people can have a new perspective on the earthquakes that the motion and 

energy can be transformed into each other.

Though one step can only generated very little energy, this way of producing electricity can add up to an amout that can 
be used in emergencies like starting up rescuing aftermath the earthquake, or providing digital signals. The storage of this 
energy is a dynamic process, so that the visitors can feel that the not only visit the Seismic Field, but also make effort to it.

Sumatra Earthquake and Tsunami in 2004,
Indian Ocean

Tohoku Earthquake in 2011, Japan Delhi Earthquake in 2018, India



Battery Tower - Skylight Battery Tower - Spiral Stairs

Energy Corridor - Sunken Alley Energy Corridor - Floating Bridge

Two Circulation Sequences, seperated above water and underwater levels - For general public and internal visitors

Main Entrance
from Manhattan

Staff Entrance
from Pier

Curvy Roof

F1: Main Gathering/ 
Dance Studio/ 
Backstage

The Sunken Alley

B1: Motion 
Experience/ 
Exhibition/ AR & VR 
Experience

B2: Rescue 
Simulation Ruins/ 
DataCenter/
Equipment Display

Circulation of the island

The Seismic Field provides multiple circulations on the archipelago, basically because of the need for the visitors to provide the 
most vibration by their motions during the visiting. From Manhattan, the Seismic Field is attracting people from the concrete jungle 
by its somehow organic shape, by which it draws the general public visitors. While those who need to learn the knowledge about 

earth and earthquake will go deeper into the archipelago.

The Battery Tower is the highest part of the Seismic Field, and it's also the conceptional core of it. By containing batteries the 
storage of energy is done there. Also, the tower connects the three floors of the main island, and also the above and below water 

part as the center of circulation.

Another important part of the circulation is the Energy Harvesting Corridor, add up by the two parts, Sunken Alley and Floating 
Bridge. They link the main island togeter with the minor islands both indoor and on water.Main Gathering Space and Motion 
Experience Room are the main spaces for people to create and experience motion . These two spaces are linked together by 
visitors' eyesights. The altrium in the B1 floor also provides an eyesight link passage into the B2 floor Rescue Training Arena and 

Data Center.



1 Lobby
2 Facilities
3 Ticket Office
4 Coat Room
5 Restroom
6 Storage Room
7 Bookstore
8 Teahouse
9 Motion Experience Hall
10 Basic Exhibition Hall
11 Special Exhibition Corridor
12 VR Experience Room
13 AR Experience Room
14 Interactive Experience Room
15 Meditation Chamber
16 Office
17 Reception Room
18 Conference Room
19 Central Control Room
20 Atrium

1 Rescue Simulation Ruins
2 Equipment Display
3 Rescue Team Training
4 Office
5 Data Collector Room
6 Data Visualization Room
7 Headquarter

1 Lobby
2 Office
3 Rehearsal Room
4 Main Gathering Space
5 Facility
6 Storage Room
7 Security Guard
8 Sunken Alley
9 Reception Room
10 Meditation Chamber
11 Cafe

1F Plan

B1 Plan

B2 Plan

1F Programs

B1 Programs

B2 Programs

Motion Intensity and Epicenter

Simulating the seismic wave of earthquake, the program 
are arranged according to intensity of motion.

OverviewBirdview

In the form of Archipelago, Seismic Field consists of a series of islands surrounding the central battery tower.
Seismic Field aims to recapture the nature of earthquake through the duality of recreationaland museum programs. 

The flowing form of archipelagos provide visitors a contrasting perceptionof earth from the rigid geometry of concrete jungle.
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Motion Intensity and Epicenter

Simulating the seismic wave of earthquake, the program Simulating the seismic wave of earthquake, the program
are arranged according to intensity of motion.
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In the form of Archipelago, Seismic Field consists of a series of islands surrounding the central battery tower.
Seismic Field aims to recapture the nature of earthquake through the duality of recreationaland museum programs.

The flowing form of archipelagos provide visitors a contrasting perceptionof earth from the rigid geometry of concrete jungle.



Battery Tower - energy and circulation core of the island

 Main Gathering Space - Collecting motion generated by people by the floor

Motion Experience - Allowing visitors to experience the energy of movement through walls

A-A' Section

A-A Section shows the main spaces through the central line of the Seismic Field. Also, the eye contacts are enabled by the cracks.

Motion generated by people in the main gathering space is collected by the floor.
Motion Experience Space lies in the B1 level underneath the Main Gathering Space.

Motion experience wall transmit the motion outside of the room into the inside and sunken bridge allow visitors see such interaction from vertical and horizontal directions.

Main Gathering & Motion Experience

Meditation Chamber Main Gathering Space Motion Experience Cave

Battery Tower Rescue Training Arena Sunken Alley

The Motion Experience Room serves as the main way of providing people a new way to think about earth and earthquakes. So the motion by people in the Main Gathering 
Space is visualized by towo ways into the  below space. P wave and S wave are the two kindsof seismic waves, one transmits horizontally and the other transmits vertically. So 

in the Motion Experience Room, the motion of people is also shown in two different ways, in response to 2 types of seismic waves.

Motion generated by people in the main gathering space is collected by the floor, and Motion experience wall transmit the motion outside of the room into the inside and 
sunken bridge allow visitors see such interaction. The ceiling can also respond the the moving of people above, thus the people in both spaces can have communication 

through the way how seimic waves travel.



Materiality

Stone Brick Clay Rammed EarthConcrete

Magnitude and Damage - "Little Island" as example

Original

Mild Moderate Strong Major Magnitude 7+Magnitude 6-6.9Magnitude 5.5-6.0Magnitude 2.5-5.5

Seismic Field will correspond to the city’s need during emergencies by providing electricity through battery tower.

Aftermath the Earthquake

A Center of Earthquake Memory and Looking Forward

B-B' Section

Data Center Rescue Training Arena Cafe Material Center

Sunken Alley Altrium

The Data Center in the B2 floor provides a place for visitors who need further information of the earthquakes to find their needs. With AR technology, 
more details of major earthquakes and geological structures all over the planet can be shown on the globe. Those earthquakes causing great damage will be 

recorded and the B2 floor itself can be seen as amemorial hall.

With developing calculation power, the Data Center may also be used to predict the next catastrophic earthquake, and provide instructions to eliminate 
losses. The other parts of the B2 floor have similar functions, like Rescue Training and the Headquarter of civilian rescue teams.

The minor islands of the Seismic Field are the main reason why it can be called as an archipelago. They are built in different materialities, like stones, 
bricks, rammed earth and clay. Theese islands can also be scaleplates of the magnitude of earthquakes, or seisgraph, due to their fragility. The materialities 

are selected mainly because of showing the sequence of the earth's hardness and softness as an element and a kind of building material.

Aftermath of the earthquake asks the Seismic Field to serve as the rescue center and energy providing sources of the nearby community in New York City. 
Though some parts of it may collapse, the batteries in the Battery Tower can be taken of for use, letting the visitors to be bot providers and consumers of 

energy supplied by eir own.



The Earth Institute (LA)
Site of Berggruen Institute - Los AnglesSite of Berggruen Institute - Los Angles

A place of experimentation for eco-social issues in LA
2022

Co-operators: Haozhen Yang with
Richard Sa

Instructor: Galia Solomonoff, Tung Dinh Nguyen

The new Earth Institute building on the hills of Los Angeles is an active campus that brings together 
multiple disciplines in one place. Taking advantage of the local environment and its proximity to 
downtown Los Angeles, this think tank is also a place of experimentation for scientists to research 

issues of air quality, wildfires, and drought in California.

This institution is a place for scientists and students to develop new technologies to capture CO2 
emissions, reduce the use of fossil fuels in power generation, transportation and industrial processes. 
This is a place to develop change in every aspect of modern life from manufacturing, agriculture, 
and transportation. Discussions about change in every aspect of the economy would require multiple 

users from scientists, students, economists, and policy makers. 

Our proposal introduces multiple circulation routes for these multiple users. As a place of 
experimentation spaces are flexible and programs overlap both visually and spatially. Interior Perspective - Main Institute

Diagram of  Water, Biomass and Plants

Main Institute, as the entrance of the Think Tank, introduces different kinds of users to different paths. People may stay on the first floor and go to the lobby and service area, go down 
into the ground floor greenhouse or go up to either the second floor of the greenhouse, or the service area including cafeteria and meeting rooms. Visitors, scholars and CU person 

may have abundant ways of communication here. 

The whole think tank creates circulations of water, plants and biomass. The slope roofs of the Main Institute and the Research Center collect rain water, the fillings and landscape areas in the greenhouses and library 
store them. Also, a mimic of wetland do the job of drainage disposal. Biomasses are either transported from outside (LA and nearby CA zones), or from the dead plants produced by the greenhouse and laboratories, 
and they are made into fuels or humus soil for the improvement of LA urban agriculture. Algae energy production add to the cylce in producing glucose to speed up te fermentation of biomass, and the seeds collected, 

stored by the seed bank can be used for agriculrutal cultivation and eco-revitalization.



Longitudal Section South - North

CirculationsBiomass Sources

Biomasses are also brought from other places in CA, including agricultural and urban wastes. They come from Kern 
County and Chino, so that the transportation of biomass do not cost too much energy.

People and vehicles are arranged in differnt routes in the think tank to minimize conflict between academic, visiting and production functions. Also, two levels of each circulation are 
divided, leading people and vehicles to a more regulated way of using this think tank park. Cars driven by the scholars and transportation trucks for biomass are divided, while visitors 

and researchers are led to different paths to make a communication mode of only eye contact, but no physical influence.

The South - North axis of the think tank park conbines the zones of researcing, visiting, energy production and residence together. from public to private, and also shows the spacial 
sequence of two levels of landscape - the outdoor and the indoor. People may feel that they are inside of the greenhouse, but they can go within the manmade landscapes, or people 

may stay outside in the filling landscapes, but they are actually in a courtyard surrounded by buildings. 



N

FLOOR 1 PLAN
1/64” = 1’-0”

N

ROOF PLAN
1/64” = 1’-0”

N

ROOF PLAN
1/64” = 1’-0”

Plans

Exterior View - Filling Landscape 

Exterior View - Entrance Stair

The plans show the main circulation loop and the secondary routes in the think tank park.

The filling landscape used the soil cut by the buildings around, creating a courtyard botanical garden, and a public area. 
Also, it can be used as shortcuts between the buildings in western and eastern side to narrow the gap created by the 

loop. Below it, there is also a tunnel.

The entrance stair is from the plaza to the courtyard, and also the conference hall. Below it 
is the administrative office of the whole think tank park.



Transverse Section West - East 1

Transverse Section West - East 2

CU teachers and students

Public Visitors

Think Tank Scholars

Coming five days per week

Coming on weekend afternoon

Coming two weeks per year

This section cuts through the walkway, the conference hall, the landscape area, the main institute, the laboratory and the outdoor stairs from west two east. The most 
public zones are arranged together to minimize the transportation distance of scholars, visitors and CU persons. This is the most dense place of buildings.

This section cuts through the west greenhouse (dry), the library, the seed bank, the linking tunnel, the east greenhouse (wet) and the entrance slope of the research 
center. This section shows the more academic places in the think tank, and it's way of solving eco - social issues of LA. the circulation of plants, biomass and water can 

also be seen is this section, showing thewill of making it a net-zero think tank. 



Microclimates and Functions in Greenhouses
Different microclimates and functions are arranged according to wet and dry in the eastern and western part of the greenhouses. In eastern greenhouse, sunlight, moisture 
and ecology stability are also taken into consideration to figure out the layout of the greenhouse. Experiments, ecosystem preservation and agricultural teaching zones are 
arranged. In western greenhouse, local climate are located between urban agricultural testing field and the "desert", making efforts to ensure that the solutions given by the 

think tank are affirmative.



Climate Sectors

Model Photos of Greenhouse (East) and Research Center

Interior View - Library and Seed Bank

Interior View - Greenhouse (East) and Visitor Path

Pysical model of the east greenhouse and the research center is made to show the interior landscape, ciculation routes, indoor - outdoor 
relationship and the ETFE roof material of the greenhouse. The inflation of ETFE pillows can be controlled according to daylight, and 
air flow inside of the buildings can thus be controlled. The site model shows the shapes of the buildings and their relationship with the 

mountain ridge landscape.

The library and the seed bank are located in the center part of the think tank. They are not only the center of material circulation, but also a 
place where visitors can meet with the scolars. Also, the seed bank is a way of future ecosystem preservation and re-vitalization, since it stores 

seeds of plants in danger and seeds selected by researchers that are suitable for future urban agriculture.

The greenhouses are divided by two layers of circulation paths, one for the researchers and one for the visitors. Visitors can look down 
from the bridge, knowing the work of scholars and CU person, without interfering them. Also, the bridge helps control the sunlight intake 

together with the ETFE roof material.
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